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It gives me pleasure to introduce this accompanying brochure for 
the West Coast Interactive Mission highlighting the excellence of 
the UK’s advertising and wider creative industries. UK advertising 
is a global powerhouse and the largest exporter of advertising 
services in Europe, with annual UK exports of advertising services 
worth £5.8 billion according to our Office for National Statistics.
UK advertising and marketing professionals are the most productive 
among the nation’s creative industries, generating more than double 
the average value per worker compared with the average. This 
success story and the unparalleled concentration of expertise 
explains why many of the international media owner, advertising 
and tech groups have their European headquarters in the UK – and 
many of these companies have their origins on the West Coast. 
Consistently ranked second worldwide to the US for creative 
reputation, the UK advertising industry is known as an innovator in 
terms of media channels, business models and technology use.
This makes the UK a true gateway to the wider world for any firm 
seeking to go global and to reach worldwide consumer. The demand 
for British creative industries and advertising services in markets like 
the US is real and significant and the launch of the Government’s  
new Export Strategy will ensure that UK advertisers have the support 
they need to succeed overseas.
This mission is part of the UK Government’s wider aspiration to 
continue to position the UK as a creative and digital innovation hub 
to the world and an ideal partner for business growth, and I wish it 
every success.
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The UK advertising industry is the most dynamic in Europe and 
represents an unparalleled concentration of creativity and ingenuity. 
And the accolades speak for themselves. Since 2005 the UK has won 
more Cannes Lions than any other European country – over 1,500! 
The UK exports more ad services than it imports to the tune of 
£2.9 billion – the largest trade surplus in ad services in Europe.  
And growth in exports of advertising is larger than that of the wider 
economy. Demand for British ad services continues to grow 
throughout the world and “Made in the UK” has truly become the 
hallmark for global ad excellence.
But let’s look at some more figures to back up these claims and 
some reasons for this success. For starters, over a third of the top 20 
UK ad agencies’ revenue comes from overseas business – that’s 
almost £300 million. The latest export figures from the UK Office for 
National Statistics – the UK’s official national number crunchers – 
show an increase of 35% on the previous year to £5.8bn, 
outstripping UK service exports overall which grew by 7% in 
comparison. 
In addition to the UK’s impressive balance of payments surplus for 
advertising, exports of these services have more than doubled in 
less than a decade, up from a figure of £2.4 billion in 2009. No-one 
likes to brag, but these figures would be sources of pride for any 
industry. 

UK advertising: A global 
hub for a global industry 
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Importantly, the USA, as in many areas of the economy and society, 
also has a special relationship with the UK as regards advertising. 
The USA remains the largest market for UK advertising services in 
terms of individual country, taking £1.1bn of UK advertising services 
exports. This was almost double the next market, France (£655m) 
with Germany (£619m), Ireland (£454m), and The Netherlands 
(£350m) following in turn.    
These export figures demonstrate the strength of the UK advertising 
industry on the world stage and the opportunity ahead. We’re right 
behind the UK Government’s Industrial Strategy to grow exports 
globally and seek out and cultivate new markets. Soft power in 
terms of culture and creative exporting is key to today’s globalised 
economy and an area where the UK excels – Portland and USC 
placed the UK top in its Soft Power 30 list for 2018 of the most 
influential nations in this area. But what lies behind this influence and 
our ability to reach consumers and markets the world over right 
where it matters? One word – people. Late last year, the Advertising 
Association, with UK advertising’s think tank Credos, published a 
study on the colleagues who work in our industry in the UK 
“Advertising Pays: World Class Talent, World Class Advertising”–  
in partnership with LinkedIn. The report revealed that a diverse 
international workforce is central to the UK’s position as a global 
advertising and marketing hub. Analysis from a pool of 328,000 
LinkedIn members who work in advertising and marketing in the UK 
gave detailed insights into how international talent plays a pivotal 
role in the UK’s creative success. 

The proportion of the current advertising and marketing workforce 
in London that has migrated here from abroad in the 12 months prior 
to the study was three times higher than the corresponding figure in 
New York; and also higher than in Paris and Amsterdam. More than  
a third of this talent came from within the EU, with many others arriving 
from the USA and Australia. The UK also supplies a huge amount of 
talent to other international advertising hubs. 
The UK is the number one source of international advertising and 
marketing talent in New York, Paris and Amsterdam and has provided 
more than a third of recent migrants to Sydney’s advertising sector. 
These figures show an unmatched level of talent and technical skill 
in the UK. At the time this data was collected, there was no other 
spot on the planet with the same level of creative and technological 
talent in one place. If you wish to sell to the world, it’s helpful to 
come to the hub where you find the world represented in one 
place: the UK.
Within the domestic UK market adspend figures remain buoyant, 
with growth forecasts for 2018 upgraded by 0.6pp to 4.8% and by 
0.7pp to 4.5% in 2019 respectively. If proved correct, this would 
conclude a decade of continuous growth, and result in investment 
of over £24bn in 2019. Every £1 spent on advertising contributes £6 to 
UK GDP – that’s more than £120bn per year in total – and advertising 
finances UK culture, media and sport, valued at £10 billion a year.  
Our success overseas is built on this success we have demonstrated 
at home. If we can produce results like this for ourselves, just 
imagine what the UK ad industry can do for other economies too!

West Coast USA Advertising Mission 2018 
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Advertising is often boiled down to getting the right message, 
in front of the right people, in the right environment, at the right  
time, for the right price. But that reduces it to something sounding 
pretty simple and pretty logical. There’s another way to think about 
it… Joseph Schumpeter, the acclaimed economist talked of the 
‘alchemy of advertising’. The ability to turn base metals into gold. 
Or in his example, confound economic theory by creating demand 
when there should be none. Through insight and creativity, 
advertising can achieve almost magical things.
• It can change beliefs, behaviours and businesses.
• It can create crazes, challenge conventions and empower causes.
• It can sell more boxes and save more lives than almost any other    
     industry on the planet.
This is how we think of advertising: magic and logic.
Of course, advertising is not immune to technological progress. 
Quite the opposite. While it doesn’t always feel like it, it has had a 
symbiotic relationship with technology. The printing press, wireless 
radio and television broadcasts all revolutionized the media 
landscape and all came to be dominated by advertising-based 
business models, with ads created to make the most of each 
medium. In the smartphone era it’s easy to forget the seismic 
changes created by each of these now historical media technology 
revolutions. 

Magic and the Machines

We in the ad industry are not all 
doomed to be replaced by 
machines, but neither are we too 
creative to be left alone. Instead we need 
to see the opportunities to 

growalongside our new 
                             automated colleagues,    
         and embrace the new tools to be even   
         better at what we do.  

West Coast USA Advertising Mission 2018 

Sarah Golding / President IPA and CEO The&Partnership London
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A World-first, live cross-continent 
VR product launch transported the 
audience into a unique virtual 
world to explore Jaguar’s 
all-electric I-PACE Concept. 
Imagination staged the world's 
first, real-time, multi-user virtual 
reality car launch. It was fully 
integrated with the live experience 
and built round the largest 
network of HTC Vive headsets yet 
created. Two locations and six 
waves of guests were brought into 
a shared virtual space to 
experience the groundbreaking 
event.

The “Speak the World” campaign 
was a huge success for 
Hostelworld, looking to boost 
installs and increase the stickiness 
of the Hostelworld app, the brand 
teamed with Lucky Generals and 
Google ZOO to add an innovative 
translation feature that would 
transform the app from a purely 
transactional service into a travel 
companion for users on the go. 
+259% increase in app installs at a 
300% lower estimated CPI. The 
TrueView numbers were also 
impressive, generating 13M+ 
views during the campaign period.

West Coast USA Advertising Mission 2018 

Aside from the common place technologies of the day adopted by  
all business categories – the telephones, the printers, the PCs and 
Macs – the advertising industry has also sought out the latest 
audio-visual technologies to surprise and delight, to bring stories  
to life, and to transport storytelling to new heights.
However, the latest technologies are insufficient on their own; the 
business of commercial messaging, born of insight and creativity, 
is augmented by the technology not replaced by it.
This is the essence of the IPA President’s agenda: Magic and the 
Machines. We have a habit of conceiving of technological change 
like a chess match: a binary competition in which there is a winner 
and loser. We have inherited a centuries-old narrative about man 
versus machine. History shows, however, there need not be any 
losers in this game. Time and again, technology that seemed on the 
verge of making human labour obsolete has ended up making 
what we do even more valuable.
Perhaps understandably given our grounding in creativity and 
human understanding, we are firm supporters of Moravec’s 
Paradox. To the uninitiated, this can best be described as “that which 
we find hard, machines find easy; that which we find easy, machines 
find hard”. 
We think AI is best seen, not as a threat to our industry, but as a 
challenge; a raising of the bar. It will sweep away many of the tasks 
that currently keep us busy, particularly tasks that are based on 
existing patterns of behaviour, and which can easily be quantified 
and ranked. But that should in turn inspire us to be more creative, 
more empathetic, less predictable. For the foreseeable future, we 
see man plus machine as a winning combination.
It is a given that the media function of advertising – deciding where 
ads should run, and for what price you’re prepared to pay – has 
been revolutionized by data driven, rules-based automation. Even 
some of the unforeseen consequences arising from this, like ads 
appearing next to inappropriate content, are increasingly addressed 
by combining the volume capacity of AI content verification with 
nuanced human vetting.
Beyond media, the creative function is benefiting from specifically 
smart tools and services to assist with the preparation, incubation 
and illumination of creative output. For example, those that curate 
and classify brand visuals (Picasso Labs), that assist email copy 
writing (Persado & Phrasee) and that can even develop and iterate 
music (IBM Watson Beat & Jukedeck).
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We’re aware every time the AI community figure out another piece  
of it, it stops being magical and onlookers deride the breakthrough 
as just computation. This so-called AI Effect means while the ad 
community has found ways to offer innovative one-offs to clients 
(like the Comic Relief Swear Jar and HostelWorld’s Speak The World 
campaign), really significant utilization of natural language  
processing and voice interfaces by brands will be technically 
mundane but insightful and empathetic. We’ve always described 
brands as needing a tone of voice, but now we want to be part of 
delivering that literally. Along with sound logos, sonic branding and 
everything else audio-specific, down to strategies for service 
engagement over interruptive ad formats.
Returning to the latest developments in visual technologies, we are 
particularly excited by augmented reality for two reasons beyond 
the obvious. The first is the built-in scale delivered via near  
ubiquitous smartphone ownership. ARCore and ARKit between 
them mean that virtually everyone now has access to augmented 
reality. Snapchat, the current scale innovators in AR advertising,  
have already shown their creative potential, not least with the AR 
Lens promotion of TV series Stranger Things for Netflix.
Secondly, we’re eagerly awaiting the roll out of 5G and its promise 
of superfast connections with low latency for lightweight headsets. 
Like many others, we think this will be a game changer for 
augmented and possibly virtual reality, and now is the time to get 
familiar with them.
The upside to technological progress is huge for our industry and 
the world at large, but with great power comes great responsibility.
We are more than aware of the challenges fast-paced change can 
serve up. We have watched with dismay as advertising technology 
benignly designed for promoting products and services has been 
weaponized by some political messaging. Our submission to the 
DCMS Select Committee inquiry into disinformation and ‘Fake News’ 
has been incorporated into its recommendations. In our own 
industry, the prevalence of ad fraud and the need for GDPR-compliant 
data usage is leading us to look at blockchain-based solutions.
While there is a need for vigilance, we remain tremendously 
optimistic. The future is bright. As our devices become smaller, 
smarter and even more ubiquitous we foresee a world where they 
effectively disappear leaving, in the words of Dr. Kate Stone,  
“a future looking more magical than technical”. 
 

A future 
looking 

more 
magical 

than 
technical
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Grey London joined 
forces with Red Nose 
Day to create the Swear 
Jar – a mobile app that 
uses Google's voice 
recognition technology 
to spot expletives over 
a set period of time. For 
every swear word it 
recognised, it donated 
20p to Comic Relief 
supported projects.   
£73.3m was raised by 
Comic Relief 2017 
(up 33% on 2016). The 
campaign won 2 Cannes 
Lions and Shots Charity 
Campaign of the Year.
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With the work of pioneering UK businesses and their international 
partners winning attention, Createch is starting to gain the traction 
achieved by Fintech, Healthtech and other dynamic hybrids. 
Createch is the umbrella term for the fast-growing range of business 
activities in which creativity and technology interact to develop new 
products, services, and experiences.
What distinguishes Createch output is that to be effective it relies as 
much on creative elements, such as design, storytelling, performance 
or crafts, as it does on technology. 
Think of Virtual and Augmented Reality or the more imaginative 
deployments of Artificial Intelligence and the Internet of Things as 
examples of the genre.
The earliest Createch implementations have tended to be in 
entertainment, culture, retail, buildings, and urban infrastructure. 
However, advocates see wider possibilities across categories to 
use creativity to humanise technology and engage people in more 
compelling ways.
Sizing the potential Createch opportunity is a challenge. As a 
comparison, PwC estimates that the entertainment and media 
sectors generate more than $2,000bn of revenue a year globally. 
If Createch attracts only a fraction of this sum, it would still be 
significant in size.
Analysis by Nesta, the innovation charity, estimates that 43% of the 
Gross Value Added contributed to the UK’s economy by the creative 
industries was generated in occupations with the potential to power 
future Createch developments. That covers a segment of the UK 
economy alone worth about £39bn ($53bn) in 2016 values. 

Introducing Createch 

Our creative industries are an  
economic and  
cultural powerhouse  
and this union with the technology sector   
         will make sure they continue to thrive  
         as we build a Britain fit for the future.

We are determined 
to ensure the UK cements its position as the most 
creative &  
innovative place on earth. 

West Coast USA Advertising Mission 2018 

Matt Hancock MP / Former UK Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport
giving his keynote speech at Createch 2018



The UK is well-positioned to play a leading role in the Createch space 
because of its record in advancing creative technologies and its 
openness to global trade and investment. From the early days of 
broadcasting to the development of sophisticated media, visual 
effects, and e-commerce markets, the UK has been a test bed for 
innovation – often in international collaboration.
The UK creative industries have a reputation for combining originality 
with respect for traditional skills which has won them customers 
worldwide.
Exports of UK creative services exceeded £27bn ($35bn) in 2016, 
growing three times faster than service exports from the UK as a 
whole. In markets as varied as original music, post-production, and 
book publishing, the UK is a world leader. 
Likewise, the UK is at the forefront of the digital economy. It is 
Europe’s top location for technology investment. In 2017 it attracted 
four times the financial backing for tech start-ups as that received in 
Germany. UK businesses have developed leading positions in 
areas such as app development, mobile content, and electronic 
publishing. Digital companies contribute about 7 per cent of UK GDP, 
and creative businesses account for a further 5 per cent. They are 
two of the UK economy’s growth spots. Due to this dynamism, 
employers in the UK can tap into significant pools of creative and 
digital talent, skills and entrepreneurship to support the future 
expansion of Createch. Analysis of official 2017 UK employment data 
estimates there were approximately 700,000 UK jobs in industries 
which could support Createch growth. Jobs in these industries 
increased by 47% between 2011 and 2017. 

UK to the world

15
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Source: All statistics / DCMS Economic Estimates / 2018
 Note: ONS and DCMS definitions of creative industries can vary
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In the area of immersive technologies such as Augmented Reality 
there are already an estimated 1,000 UK specialist businesses, 
according to a report from Immerse UK, with funding from Innovate 
UK. An estimated 70 per cent of these export immersive-related 
services.
Little wonder, then, that recent years have seen notable UK  
investments from Hollywood studios such as Warner Bros as part  
of a boom in UK filming and post-production, as well as by leading 
tech groups including Facebook, Google, Apple, and Snapchat.
This background provides a conducive infrastructure and economic 
climate to underpin the burgeoning of Createch.
The economic importance of creative enterprises is widely recognised 
and supported by policy-makers and industry leaders not just for 
the sectors’ export performance, but as a source of high quality 
domestic employment.
Nesta, the innovation charity, estimates that economies across the 
UK have grown their creative sectors twice as fast as other industrial 
categories. 
There is still much room for growth. Although the UK had more than 
226,000 digital businesses and more than 284,000 creative enterprises 
in 2016, most are relatively modest in size. 
This opens up new possibilities for UK businesses in the Createch 
segment to find new trading and investment partners to help them 
attain greater scale and international reach.

Economies 
across the

UK 
have grown 

their 
creative 
sectors 

twice as fast 
as other 

industrial 
categories 
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  This is 
our third 

major 
Mission 

to the 
West Coast

The UK
delegation

It is often said that the USA and the UK enjoy a special relationship. 
This is particularly true in the case of advertising. Both the 4As and 
the IPA celebrated their 100th anniversaries last year. Together, we 
have been professionalising advertising longer than anywhere else 
in the world. Our two countries not only dominate the international 
advertising festivals celebrating the best creativity but we also lead 
the world in our understanding of advertising effectiveness.
We have a long history of sharing the best thinking and the best 
people. Many British and American advertising agencies operated  
in both the US and UK markets for many years before expanding  
to other parts of the globe. This third mission to the West Coast is a 
continuation of this great tradition. We are here to visit exciting, 
innovative companies who are working with the latest technology  
in fields, which touch and influence the advertising sector.
We bring advertising know how and an appetite for knowledge and 
we hope to make connections that will bear fruit. Our past missions 
have been a great success and we have high hopes for this coming 
week. The advertising industry in the UK is world class and it’s the 
perfect launch pad for any US companies planning to expand into 
Europe and beyond.

West Coast USA Advertising Mission 2018 

At adam&eveDDB, we tap into why 
people love brands and create 
work that connects emotionally with 
powerful and proven commercial 
results. We have won three IPA 
Effectiveness Grand Prix awards 
and won the Agency of the Year 
award at both the UK Effies and the 
APG awards. We have a start-up’s 
hunger, energy and  
entrepreneurialism, with the reach 
and resource that come from being 
part of DDB’s global network.

adamandeveddb.com

Employees 428

Sam LeCouer
Managing Partner / adam&eveDDB

Contact 
E sam.lecoeur@adamandeveddb.com

Key Clients
UK: John Lewis & Partners. Waitrose & 
Partners. Lloyds Bank. Halifax. CALM. 
The National Lottery. McCain. Heineken. 
Government. SSE.
Global: Unilever. Volkswagen. Samsung. 
H&M. EA Sports (FIFA). Google 
(Google, YouTube, Android). Mars. 
Aviva. COTY. Diageo.

adam&eveDDB

Paul Bainsfair / IPA Director General & AA Council Member
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Cubo is an independent integrated 
agency. What makes us different is 
we are truly integrated, with our 
own culture and a focus on building 
brands through people.
Cubo is part of the Cubo Group,  
an integrated group of specialist 
agencies collaborating in one 
central London location to help  
our clients grow.

cubo.com

Turnover  £7m   

Employees 80

Rebecca Brennan 
Managing Director / Cubo

Contact 
E Rebecca@Cubo.com 
Instagram: @Rebeccaj99
M +44(0)7713 704 473 

Key Clients
Seaworld. Pernod Ricard. Yeo Valley. 
Royal Mail. Finastra. YHA. Odeon.

Aesop is an integrated creative 
agency powered by narrative 
thinking. A lot of agencies talk about 
storytelling. And, at face value, it’s 
what all advertising agencies are 
doing. But for us storytelling isn’t an 
outcome, it’s a process. We use 
narrative thinking to unlock powerful 
creative strategies that create 
impact for brands in culture. Impact 
that turns brands into commercial 
success stories. Aesop has offices 
in London and Los Angeles.

aesopagency.com

 
Turnover   £8m
Employees 40

Amy Godfrey
Business Director / Aesop Los Angeles

Contact 
E Amy.godfrey@aesopagency.com
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/amygodfrey
Twitter: @amypie222
Instagram: @amypie_g
M +1(424) 346 3864

Roger Hart / CEO
E roger.hart@aesopagency.com

Mark Mullooly / Business Development Director 
E mark.mullooly@aesopagency.com

Key Clients
Shell. Aligntech. Pepsi Co. NHS. Bupa. 
Smith & Nephew. HSBC. Warner Bros.
Smithsonian Channel. Idahoan.

Feref is an award-winning, fully 
integrated creative agency.
We create campaigns for  
international entertainment brands 
and have been responsible for 
marketing the likes of ‘Star Wars’, 
‘Deadpool’, ‘Frozen’ and Bond 
movies. We have evolved to meet 
the entertainment industry’s 
changing needs and offer a mix of 
strategy, creative, digital, design, 
production, social, technical, 
content, PR and audio visual.

feref.com

Andrew Warren  
Managing Partner / Feref

Contact 
E andrewwarren@feref.com
Twitter: @dougiedalston 
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/warren-feref

Turnover  £4m    

Employees 36

Miguel Vara  
Head of Social Media / Feref
 
Contact 
E miguelvara@feref.com
Twitter: @themiguelvara   
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/miguelvara

Key Clients
Walt Disney Studios. Universal Pictures. 
Amazon. Netflix. Twentieth Century Fox. 
Warner Bros. Lionsgate. Clarksons. Duracell. 

West Coast USA Advertising Mission 2018 

Jellyfish is a full service digital 
partner to leading international 
brands, acting both as a consultant 
for strategy, analysis and audits 
and as an agency for execution, 
implementing and managing 
technology and digital channels, 
and developing cutting edge 
creative. We help high growth 
brands keep ahead of competitors.

jellyfish.co.uk

 

 Employees 500+

Paul Mead 
Executive Board Director / Jellyfish

Contact 
E Paul.mead@jellyfishgroup.com 

Key Clients
Uber. Samsung. Google. ASOS. Disney. 
Slack. Ford. Nestle. Salesforce.
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Kingston Smith is a top 20 UK 
accountancy firm, providing a full 
range of audit, accountancy, tax 
and corporate finance services. We 
have clients in creative sectors, 
including film, TV and commercial 
production, media technology, 
gaming, publishing and marketing 
services. We are a trusted adviser  
in both tough and good times. Our 
founder membership of Morison 
KSi offers clients the strength and 
experience of 85 partner offices.

kingstonsmith.co.uk / morisonksi.com

Turnover   £50m
Employees 500

Esther Carder
Media Specialist Partner /  
Kingston Smith LLP

Contact 
E ECarder@Kingstonsmith.co.uk
M +44(0)7917 764 184

Client sectors include:
Automotive. Charities. 
Education. Financial. Healthcare. 
Leisure. Manufacturing. Media. 
Property. Sports. Technology.

Republic of Media is an independent 
UK media planning and buying 
agency with offices in Manchester 
and Edinburgh. We deliver ideas, 
strategic thinking and agile buying 
to innovative UK companies. Our 
approach ranges from augmenting 
client marketing teams with 
specialist teams to delivering 
end-to-end communications plans. 
Our freethinking culture means we 
can deliver transparent value and 
outstanding results.

republicofmedia.co.uk

Simon Crunden 
Managing Director / Republic of Media

Contact 
E simonc@republicofmedia.co.uk 
Instagram: @simoncrunden
Twitter: @simoncrunden
M +44(0)7841 580 522

Key Clients
Bet365. Magners Cider. VELUX. Tennent’s 
Lager. The Scottish Government. Jakks 
Pacific Toys. Moneyguru.com.

Turnover  £92m

Employees 34
forecast in year to March 2019

Social Life is a creative social media 
agency bringing the world’s 
biggest brands and broadcasters 
together with young audiences 
online. Through our principles of 
innovation and reward, we deliver 
premium social media creative 
aligned with the highest standards 
of production to generate algorithm 
breaking content.
Formed by ex-BBC Radio 1 social 
media producers, we have since 
recruited internet skilled producers, 
designers, community managers, 
data analysts, strategists and 
creatives.

youneedasociallife.co.uk

Noah Champion Buck
Executive Creative Director / Social Life 
Los Angeles

Contact 
E noah@youneedasociallife.co.uk 
Twitter: @noahchampion

Key Clients
Netflix. Amazon. Sky. Channel 4. UK TV.

Saatchi & Saatchi is a full service, 
integrated communications agency 
that has created some of the 
world’s most famous, most loved 
and most shared ideas. ‘Nothing is 
Impossible’ was our founding 
philosophy and still sits at the heart 
of all we do. Headquartered in 
London, with offices in Paris, New 
York, Los Angeles, Sydney, and 
Singapore, we are part of Publicis 
Groupe, the world’s third largest 
communications group.

saatchi.co.uk

London Turnover £45m
Employees 400+

Barbara Waite
Managing Partner / Saatchi & Saatchi

Contact 
E barbara.waite@saatchi.co.uk

Key Clients
HSBC. P&G. Toyota. Daimler. Expedia. 
Visa. Britvic. IR. Direct Line. Kerry Foods. 
Walmart.

West Coast USA Advertising Mission 2018 
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The&Partnership London is a 
future-focused creative agency, 
blending world-class creativity with 
smart data, progressive technology 
and artificial intelligence. Backed 
by WPP, the multi-disciplined 
network has an in-sourced ‘&Model’ 
with on-site teams working in new, 
nimble ways. It has offices in 
London, New York, Canada and 
Asia, and partners global media 
planning and buying network m/
SIX in a joint venture with GroupM.

theandpartnership.com
 

Global Turnover  £450m
UK Turnover £58m
UK Employees 218

Sarah Golding
CEO & Partner / The&Partnership London
President IPA

Contact 
E Sarah.golding@theandpartnership.com
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/sarah-golding
-b9390b31
Twitter: @SarahGoldingLDN
M +44(0)7779 615 959

Key Clients
UK: Argos. Centrica. Coutts. Dixons 
Carphone Id. Lexus. Google. Netflix. 
News UK. P&G. Pladis. Playtech. RBS  
Sentebale. TalkTalk. Travelodge. 
Universal. Virgin Money. Williams & Glyn
Global: Arconic. Chico’s. Dow Jones. 
News Corp. The Wall Street Journal. 
Whitney Museum. TELUS.

The Specialist Works is an entirely 
independent global media and 
creative agency dedicated to 
growing your business. Your TSW 
team can be trusted to push 
boundaries and take you beyond 
your most ambitious growth goals. 
Headquartered in London with 
offices across Europe, North 
America and Asia, we have deep 
expertise in audio-visual, online, 
out-of-home and print media.

thespecialistworks.com

Richard Downey
VP Global Business / The Specialist Works

Contact 
E Richarddowney@thespecialistworks.com
Twitter: @SpecialistWorks

Key Clients
Dyson. Eharmony. Clash of Kings. 
Huuuge, Ovo. Hotels Combined.

Total Media embraces Behavioural 
Science in all aspects of the agency, 
including our people, methodology 
and use of technology. We excel 
at understanding people and how 
to influence them. Discover how 
our approach can help to deliver 
top line growth. With offices in 
London, Birmingham, Manchester, 
and Tallinn, Estonia. Our offices in 
Munich, and New York are in joint 
venture with Mediaplus network.

totalmedia.co.uk
 

UK Turnover £100m   

 UK Employees 120

Lucas Brown
Chief Strategy Officer / Total Media

Contact 
E Lucas.brown@totalmedia.co.uk
Twitter: @LukeREB
Linkedin: linkedin.com/in/lucasrebrown
M +44(0)7974 235 371

Key Clients
UK: Kwiff. Intercarabao. Filmstruck. 
Fred Olsen Cruises. English National 
Opera. Florette. Oka Direct. Natural 
Balance FC. Macmillan.
EMEA:  DHL. Epson. Kepak (Ruslers). 
Lebara. Slack.
Global: Carmignac.

The7stars is the UK’s largest 
independent media agency. 
We champion transparent ways 
of working, based on the belief 
that clients should be our sole 
source of income. We do not do 
deals with any media or technology 
vendor that benefit us as an 
agency. We are also the only media 
agency in the UK to support 
and agree to ISBA’s recommended 
client/agency contract.

the7stars.co.uk

Turnover  £316m +   

Employees 201

Christopher Herbert 
Strategy Director / The7stars

Contact 
E Chris.herbert0@hotmail.com
Twitter: @the7stars 
M +44(0)7748 544 238

Key Clients
Ladbrokes Coral Group. Iceland 
Supermarket. Suzuki. Warner Music. 
Nintendo. Capital One. Deliveroo. 

West Coast USA Advertising Mission 2018 

Employees 128
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VCCP is the fully-integrated, 
challenger agency for challenger 
clients. Our core principles are 
simplicity, collaboration, 
un-preciousness, and integration 
around ideas rather than channels.  
Although we win our share of 
creative awards, what really gets 
us out of bed in the morning is 
transforming clients’ businesses.  
We believe this transformation can 
only happen if businesses offer a 
compelling and coherent 
experience across all channels.

vccp.com

Julian Douglas 
Vice Chairman / VCCP Partnership

Contact
E dougie@vccp.com
Twitter: @dougiedalston 
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/juliandouglas

Adrian Gans  
Head of iX / VCCP
 
Contact 
E agans@vccp.com
Twitter: @ganstwit  
LinkedIn: uk.linkedin.com/in/agans

Key Clients
Cadbury. Canon. Cathay Pacific. 
Comparethemarket. Domino’s. 
EasyJet. Macmillan. Nationwide. O2. 
Shell. The FA. Transport for London. 

Turnover  £123.3m in 2016   
  
Employees 850

(last accounted year) 

West Coast USA Advertising Mission 2018 

DIT (The Department for International 
Trade) helps UK-based companies 
succeed in the global economy 
through developing overseas trade 
and investments. We also aim to 
attract a continuing high-level of 
quality foreign direct investment 
into the UK. Our offices in the United 
States offer professional and 
personalised assistance to 
help US companies locate and 
expand in the UK’s dynamic 
economy, acknowledged as Europe’s 
best place from which to succeed 
in global business.

DIT offers expertise and contacts 
through its extensive network of 
specialists in the UK, and in British 
embassies and other diplomatic 
offices around the world. We 
provide companies with the tools 
they require to be competitive on 
the world stage. Our team in the 
United States works to promote 
UK-US trade and investment through 
our offices in nine key cities.

trade.great.gov.uk

David Moody 
Advertising Sector Specialist /  
Department for International Trade
 
Contact 
E david.moody@trade.gov.uk
M +44(0)7557 865 474

     
Employees 1,376

Wieden + Kennedy exists to create 
strong and provocative relationships 
between good companies and 
their customers. We continue to 
do the best work of our lives and 
push ourselves to ‘walk in stupid’ 
every morning. We make work  
that influences culture and builds 
business value. Wieden+Kennedy is 
an independent, global network of 
eight offices and our work spans 
every discipline, with world-class 
media, design and tech operations.

wklondon.com

Matthew Owen
Senior Business Director / 
Wieden + Kennedy
 
Contact 
E matt.owen@uk
M +44(0)7787 279177

Key Clients
Nike. Sainsbury’s. Formula1. TKMaxx. 
Niantic. Three. Arla. Honda. Lurpak. 
The FA. Finlandia. Smarty. Tyrrells.

     
Employees 200

Cindy Fabian  
Vice Consul / Creative & Media 
British Consulate San Francisco  
UK Department for International Trade

Contact 
E cindy.fabian@mobile.trade.gov.uk
M +1(415)596 1893

Mila Hursey  
Business Development / Creative 
Industries & Media 
Department for International Trade 
British Consulate-General

Contact 
E mila.hursey@mobile.trade.gov.uk

Karina Wright  
Trade and Investment Executive / 
Creative & Media  
Department for International Trade
 
Contact 
E karina.wright@mobile.trade.gov.uk
M +1(415)797 8169



The IPA is the 100-year old 
chartered Institute for the best 
advertising and marketing services 
agencies based in the UK.

Our 300 member agencies manage 
75% of all UK media investment and 
plan 60% of media investment in 
Western Europe. We work for all of 
the top 100 global advertisers.

The IPA provides thought 
leadership, best practice and 
continuous professional 
development to our member 
agencies to make them fit for 
purpose in the digital era.

Our three-pillar marketing strategy 
focused on creativity and 
effectiveness, business growth, 
talent and diversity guides our 
research, conferences and content 
development.

We also lead the AA/DIT Promote 
UK outreach programme, working 
with Government to organise 
study tours and missions to boost 
international collaboration and 
trade.

ipa.co.uk

Paul Bainsfair 
Director General / IPA

Contact 
E paul@ipa.co.uk
M +44(0)7768 333 666

Janet Hull  
Director of Marketing Strategy / IPA

Contact 
E janet@ipa.co.uk
Twitter: @janet_hull
M +44(0)7767 823 602

Nigel Gwilliam  
Consultant Head of Media & 
Emerging Tech / IPA

Contact 
E nigel@ipa.co.uk
M +44(0)7766 305 422

David Clasen 
Finance Director / IPA

Contact 
E david.clasen@ipa.co.uk
Twitter: @VideScandal
M +44(0)7881 511 562
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2019 Event Calendar 

Jan       08–12 
CES Consumer Electronics Fair / Las Vegas

Jun       11 
Createch / London
The annual showcase event of the UK Creative Industries Council in London Technology 
Week, where DIT work to bring overseas buyers and partners to learn, to identify 
opportunities in the UK and to meet UK partners

Jun       17–21
Cannes Lions / France
The AA / DIT Promote UK team are representing the UK at Cannes Lions for the first time

Sep    
CIAF / China International Advertising Festival 
The IPA and the AA/DIT Promote UK team join the Belt and Road Advertising Co-operation 
Congress at CIAF to foster long-term relationships with the China Advertising Association  
and brand owners and agencies from China seeking to go international

Nov    
APA / Advertising Showcase Amsterdam
The APA are presenting a showcase of best UK produced ads of the year to the Amsterdam 
advertising creative community, supported by DIT

May     14–16 
World Retail Congress / Amsterdam
DIT welcomes UK advertising sector businesses to join other UK retail focused businesses 
and share the facilities on the UK trade stand. UK advertising will be represented on the 
main stage, and the IPA will be a judge of the retail advertising awards

DIT is supporting the promotion of the UK advertising sector to 180,000 delegates at the 
world’s leading consumer electronics event

Feb      24–27 
Mobile World Congress / Barcelona
DIT is supporting the in-event promotion of the UK advertising sector to 100,000 visitors at 
the world’s leading mobile marketing event

Mar     03–09 
SHIAF / Shanghai International Advertising Festival
The AA/DIT Promote UK mission to Shanghai will include a UK/China Global Brand Forum 
event at the Shanghai  International Advertising Festival

Mar     08–10 
SXSW / Austin, Texas
The UK advertising sector will host events at the DIT Music Embassy on the first weekend 
and take part in networking events and buyer meeting support

Mar     25 
APA Tokyo UK Advertising Production Forum 
This APA advertising production and SFX mission to Japan to engage Rugby World Cup 2019 
and the Tokyo Olympics 2020 sponsors and agencies is supported by DIT




